The detection of a viroid in Coleus blumei species in Brazil (1) has prompted us to search for viroids in C. blumei cultivars (cvs) commercially propagated by cuttings for more than 50 years in Germany. 'Return' PAGE (2) of nucleic acid extracts from the cv 'Bienvenue' revealed a band of circular viroid-like RNA molecules. Northern blot analysis (3) with radioactive probes specific for viroids representative for the currently known viroid groups (4) did not exhibit any signals indicating that this circular RNA might represent a new viroid 'species'. This also precluded the use of known viroid-specific DNA primers for the reverse transcription and sequence analysis of this RNA. Consequently, the sequence of parts of it was established by direct RNA sequencing (5), which allowed the synthesis of DNA primers specific for the reverse transcription of the new viroid. Its isolation, purification and sequence analysis by primer elongation were performed as described (6). The sequence and the secondary structure model of the 248 nt long new viroid, tentatively named Coleus blumei viroid 1 (CbVd 1), are shown in the figure.
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The detection of a viroid in Coleus blumei species in Brazil (1) has prompted us to search for viroids in C. blumei cultivars (cvs) commercially propagated by cuttings for more than 50 years in Germany. 'Return' PAGE (2) of nucleic acid extracts from the cv 'Bienvenue' revealed a band of circular viroid-like RNA molecules. Northern blot analysis (3) with radioactive probes specific for viroids representative for the currently known viroid groups (4) did not exhibit any signals indicating that this circular RNA might represent a new viroid 'species'. This also precluded the use of known viroid-specific DNA primers for the reverse transcription and sequence analysis of this RNA. Consequently, the sequence of parts of it was established by direct RNA sequencing (5), which allowed the synthesis of DNA primers specific for the reverse transcription of the new viroid. Its isolation, purification and sequence analysis by primer elongation were performed as described (6) . The sequence and the secondary structure model of the 248 nt long new viroid, tentatively named Coleus blumei viroid 1 (CbVd 1), are shown in the figure. Sequence comparison revealed that it has only a few and rather short sequence motifs in common with the hitherto sequenced viroids. Despite this remarkable difference in sequence, the structural features of the rod-shaped molecule and of the central domain of CbVd 1 have nevertheless been conserved in a viroidspecific way. This renders CbVd 1 the prototype of a new class of viroids. Sequence analysis of the authentic Brazilian Coleus viroid (1) and of two additional viroid-like circular RNA molecules present in various Coleus blumei cvs in Germany is in progress.
